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Subject: FW: Do you have a favorite Mo memory?

Meet | Stay | Play | Pray 
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Be a part of Mo-Ranch history 

2024 marks the 75th anniversary of Presbyterian Mo-Ranch Assembly. 
We are celebrating this special anniversary all year and we want 
you to be a part of it. 

We are gathering materials for a special 75 coffee table book that 
highlights our favorite places at Mo-Ranch. We need your help to make 
this book a reality. 

 Do you have fun photos from Mo-Ranch sitting in a box or
photo album that you want to be a part of the coffee table 
book? 
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 Do you have a special memory or story from a time at Mo-
Ranch that we can include in the book? 

Whether you started coming to Mo in 2023 or 1949 your contributions 
to Mo-Ranch are important. This book will be a great place to be a part 
of Mo-Ranch history. 

Here is how you can send us your special Mo-memories. 

Email your story or pictures to: momemories@moranch.org 

Or 
Reach out directly to Allison Harris Graves at Mo-Ranch. She would 
love to talk to you about your Mo-Memories! Her email is 
ahgraves@moranch.org. 

Your story 
matters to us!

Email Now
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Once you email us, we will follow up with you about your photo(s) or 
story! 

You are a part of what makes Mo-Ranch special. Thank you for sharing 
your Mo-Ranch photos and memories with us. 

We can’t wait to share the finished book with you later this year. 

 Do you know someone else who would like to receive these email updates? 
They can subscribe here: http://conta.cc/1Arssy3 
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Presbyterian Mo-Ranch Assembly 
2229 FM 1340 

Hunt, Texas 78024-3037 
(800) 460-4401 • info@moranch.com

Donate

Attend Stay Play Outdoor Ed About Us
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Try email marketing for free today! 


